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Metro Aviation delivers EC155 to Penn State Health 

 
26 SEP 2017 – Shreveport, LA –  

Metro Aviation recently delivered an EC155 to Penn State Health.  The new Life Lion is a 

previously owned corporate aircraft that was purchased from Malaysia.  Metro refurbished the 

2011 aircraft and converted the interior to a medical configuration, which will provide more space 

to carry additional specialty crewmembers than the program’s current fleet of AS365 aircraft. 

 

The aircraft is equipped with an RSG litter, the first that Metro has installed on an EC155 in 

conjunction with their STC, presenting a third option for completion customers.  Life Lion is a first 

time customer of Metro Aviation and will spend the next few weeks training their pilots and crew 

on the new machine before putting the aircraft into service. 

 

“We found it a pleasure working with everyone at Metro Aviation,” said Chief Flight Nurse Scott 

Christensen.  “Everyone was receptive to our ideas, no matter how crazy they were, and when 

we had questions or concerns they found the right person with the right answers each time.  The 

work and craftsmanship done by Metro is of the utmost quality and is obviously of industry 

leading standards.” 

 

Life Lion averages 1,100 transports per year and about seventy-five percent of those are inter-

facility.  They also respond to scene calls and offer specialty care for NICU and ECMO patients.   



 

  

 

About Metro Aviation: 

Metro Aviation, Inc., based in Shreveport, Louisiana, United States is a worldwide provider of 

completion services for all missions and types of helicopters and specializes in the EC135 and 

EC145 with several Supplemental Type Certificates (STC) developed by the company for these 

and other aircraft.  Metro is an FAA approved repair station, approved Airbus (Eurocopter) 

Service Center and FAR Part 135 air medical operations provider at several locations across the 

United States. The company is privately held and is one of the largest traditional air medical 

providers in the country. For additional information regarding Metro Aviation, Inc. and any of its 

products or services, please contact Kristen King Holmes at 318.698.5200 or 

kking@metroaviation.com. 
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